Abstract-We present a flexible approach to colour transfer inspired by techniques recently proposed for shape registration. Colour distributions of the palette and target images are modelled with Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) that are robustly registered to infer a non linear parametric transfer function. We show experimentally that our approach compares well to current techniques both quantitatively and qualitatively. Moreover, our technique is computationally the fastest and can take efficient advantage of parallel processing architectures for recolouring images and videos. Our transfer function is parametric and hence can be stored in memory for later usage and also combined with other computed transfer functions to create interesting visual effects. Overall this paper provides a fast user friendly approach to recolouring of image and video materials.
I. INTRODUCTION
Colour transfer refers to a set of techniques that aim to modify the colour feel of a target image or video using an exemplar colour palette provided by another image or video. Most techniques are based on the idea of warping some colour statistics from the target image colour distribution to the palette image colour distribution. The transfer (or warping) function φ, once estimated, is then used to recolour a colour pixel value x to φ(x). We have recently proposed to formulate the colour transfer problem as a shape registration one, whereabout a parametric warping function φ θ (x), controlled by a latent vector θ of parameters, is directly estimated by minimising the Euclidean L 2 distance between the target and palette probability density functions capturing the colour content of the palette and target images [1] , [2] . This paper proposes several additional improvements. First, our framework is extended so that it can take advantage of correspondences that may be available between pixels of the target and palette image. Indeed, when considering target and palette images of the same scene, correspondences can easily be computed using registration techniques, potentially creating some outlier pairs, and our technique is shown to be robust to these occurrences. In a more general setting where the content in the palette and target images is different, user defined correspondences can also be defined to constrain the recolouring, providing some needed controls to artists manipulating images. Secondly, we explore several clustering techniques when modelling the probability density functions of the target and palette image, as well as several parametric models for the warping function φ θ . Finally, recolouring using the estimated warping functionφ = φθ is implemented using parallel programming techniques, and our approach is shown to currently be the fastest for recolouring. Moreover, our framework allows the user to easily mix several warping functions to create new ones, suitable for generating various spatio-temporal effects for recolouring images and videos. First we present a short review of relevant and recent colour transfer techniques (Section II), as well as techniques for shape registration that serve as a background for our colour transfer technique ( Section III) which combines all the advantages of past methods while providing a computationally efficient and convenient recolouring tool for users. An exhaustive set of experiments has been carried out to assess performance against leading techniques in the field (Section IV), including computational time needed for recolouring, quantitative assessments and perceptual user studies. We show the usability of our approach for creating visual effects (Section V) and conclude (Section VI).
II. RELATED WORKS
The body of work in recolouring is very large and the reader is referred to this recent exhaustive review by Faridul et al. [3] . We focus on presenting landmark methods (Section II-A) as well as the latest techniques in the field of colour transfer that will be used for comparison with our approach. Shape registration techniques based on Gaussian mixture models are then presented in Section II-B as background information for our technique, presented in Section III.
A. Colour transfer techniques
Early work on colour transfer started with registering statistical moments of colour distributions (Section II-A1) using a parametric affine formulation of the transfer function φ. This methodology soon shifted to using the optimal transport framework (Section II-A2) used in its simplest form for histogram equalisation and for correcting flicker in old (grey scale) films [4] . Optimal transport techniques use non-parametric estimates of colour distributions, and the resulting algorithms for colour corrections do not provide an explicit expression of φ but instead an estimated correspondence (x, φ(x)) for every colour pixel x. This can be memory consuming when capturing φ on a 256 3 discrete RGB colour space for instance. Alternative methods (Section II-A3) instead propose to capture colour distributions with Gaussian Mixture Models and use some correspondences (Section II-A4) between Gaussian components of the palette and target distributions.
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Method Name
Ref. Corr. No Corr.
Code availability for testing Image Video Test P T (Sec. IV-A) Test P = T (Sec. IV-B) Ours yes yes https://www.scss.tcd.ie/ ∼ mgrogan/colourtransfer.html yes yes yes yes Bonneel [6] no yes https://github.com/gpeyre/2014-JMIV-SlicedTransport yes no yes yes PMLS [7] yes no
Results for this method in this paper have been processed by the authors of [7] yes yes yes no 
1) Registration of colour statistical moments:
The pioneering work of Reinhard et al. [5] proposed to use a warping function φ with parametric form [5] :
with the vector o representing an offset and the 3 × 3 diagonal matrix G representing the gains for each colour channel. The estimation of the parameter θ is performed by registering the probability density functions of the colour in the palette and target images, denoted p p and p t , represented as simple multivariate Gaussians (p p ≡ N (x; µ p , Σ p ) and p t ≡ N (x; µ t , Σ t )) with diagonal covariance matrices Σ p and Σ t . Since Normal distributions are fully described by their first two statistical moments, means and covariance matrices, the optimal mapping φ is specified by the solutionθ that maps the empirical estimates of (µ t , Σ t ) computed using the pixels values {x
,··· ,nt in the target image, to the empirical estimates of (µ p , Σ p ) computed using the pixels values {x
2) Optimal transport: Monge's formulation [10] sets the deterministic decoupling y = φ(x) linking two random variables y ∼ p t (y) and x ∼ p p (x) imposing the solution φ that verifies [11] :
In practice, finding φ such that equation (2) is true is difficult when considering multidimensional space [11] . A solution when x ∈ R and y ∈ R can however be defined with the cumulative distribution of colours in the target and palette images P t and P p :
when P t is strictly increasing (i.e. p t (y) > 0, ∀y ∈ R). P t and P p can be approximated with cumulative histograms for instance. Such a process for finding the warping function φ is powerful since no strong hypotheses are made about the distributions (as opposed to the Gaussian assumption in Section II-A1). Moreover, no parametric form is imposed on the warping function φ. Solution to Eq. (2) becomes non trivial in multidimensional colour spaces. Of particular interest is the pioneering work of Pitié et al. [12] who proposed an iterative algorithm that first projects the colour pixels {x (k) } on a 1D Euclidean space, and then estimateφ using Eq. (3) and apply it to move all values {x (k) } along the direction of the 1D space. This operation is repeated with different directions in 1D space until convergence. The intuitive explanation for this approach comes from the Radon transform [9] : if equation (3) is verified in all 1D projective spaces, then Equation (2) will be verified in the multidimensional space. Bonneel et al. [6] recently proposed to use a similar radon transform inspired strategy for colour transfer in their optimal transport method. Their approach is a generalisation of the method proposed by Pitié et al. which uses 1-D Wasserstein distances to compute the barycentre of a number of input measures. As well as being used for colour transfer between target and palette images, their method can also be used to find the barycentre of three or more weighted image palettes.
Optimal transport is now a widely used framework for solving colour transfer as it allows modelling more various, realistic and complex forms for the distributions p t and p p than simple multivariate Gaussians, and allows for a parameter free form of the warping function φ to be estimated. Histograms are often employed to approximate the colour distributions of images [13] , [14] , [15] and used in optimal transport methods [16] , [8] , [15] . Similar to the original Pitié algorithm [12] , these discrete methods have a tendency to introduce grainy artifacts in the gradient of the result image. Pitié et al's subsequent extension [9] proposed a post processing step to correct this artifact and ensure the gradient field of the recoloured target image is as close as possible to the original target image. Similarly, recent methods have proposed adding a step to impose that the resulting spatial gradient of the recoloured image remains similar to the target image [17] , [14] , [8] . Alternatively other methods have proposed to relax the constraint that enforces the distributions of the recolored target image and palette image to match exactly [16] , [15] , [8] . Bonneel et al. [6] also propose using a gradient smoothing technique to reduce any quantisation errors that appear in their results [18] . Frigo et al. [19] propose to remove artifacts by first estimating an optimal transport solution and using it to compute a smooth Thin Plate Spline (TPS) transformation to ensure that a smooth parametric warping function is used for recolouring allowing them to apply their method to video content easily.
3) Using Gaussian Mixture models: Jeong and Jaynes [20] use colour transfer techniques to harmonise the colour distributions of non overlapping images of the same object for tracking purposes in a multiple camera setting. Colour chrominance (2D) distribution is modelled using Gaussian Mixture models, and the transfer function is parametric with an affine form estimated by minimising the Kullbach-Leibler divergence between Gaussian Components with a robust procedure to tackle outlier pairs. Xiang et al. [21] model the colour distribution of the target image with a Gaussian mixture estimated by an EM algorithm. Each Gaussian component in the mixture defines a local region in the target image, and each segmented local region is recoloured independently using multiple palette-source images, likewise segmented in regions using GMM fitting of their colour distributions. Colour transfer is performed by associating the best Gaussian component from the sources to the Gaussian target region using Reinhard's Gaussian affine transfer function [5] . Segmentation using alternative approaches (i.e. Mean Shift [22] , K-means [23] ) is also tested to define the colour Gaussian mixtures. This approach relies on homogeneous colour regions, each captured with one multivariate normal in the 3D colour space. Localised colour transfer using Gaussian Mixture models between overlapping colour images have also been proposed for colour corrections, motion deblurring, denoising, gray scale coloring [24] .
4) Using correspondences: Using one to one correspondence between a Gaussian component capturing the colour content of the target image and palette images (or their regions) have been used for estimating an affine warping function φ. Other methods which take correspondences into account when finding the colour transformation include [25] , [26] , [7] . Oliveira et al. [25] proposed to find the mapping of 1-dimensional truncated GMM representations computed for each colour channel of the target and palette images. Hwang et al. [7] use moving least squares to estimate an affine transformation for each pixel in the target image with the least squares algorithm. To tackle sensitivity to outlier correspondences, only subsets of the correspondences are used as control points and a probabilistic framework is deployed to remove correspondences that are likely to be incorrect. However both of these methods are only applicable when the correspondences between target pixels and palette pixels are available.
B. Shape registration
In this section, we consider shapes as entities mathematically described as a set of n contour points in 2D, and as a set of n vertices on the surfaces of objects in 3D [27] . A shape is hence denoted as a point cloud {x (i) } i=1,··· ,n , where the point description x (i) corresponds to the 2D or 3D coordinates in the spatial domain. This description can, however, be augmented with additional information such as the local normal direction to the contour or surface [28] . In the past decade or so, several shape registration techniques have been formulated as minimising a divergence between probability density functions capturing the target shape, p t (x), and a model shape, p p (x), by finding the parametric deformation φ to apply to the target shape to register it on the model shape (Section II-B3). The probability density functions p t and p p can be approximated by kernel density estimates using observations {x
··· ,np describing the two shapes to be registered. Several kernels, such as the Gaussian kernel, are easier to use for registration (Section II-B2). Many dissimilarity metrics have been defined for pdfs and the Kullbach-Leibler divergence, already mentioned to solve colour transfer, is probably the most well known [29] . Section II-B1 proposes instead a more robust alternative to Kullback Leibler divergence for comparing pdfs that corresponds to the Euclidean L 2 distance between these pdfs. Some correspondences between the target and model shapes, denoted {(x
p )} k=1,··· ,n with n ≤ n t and n ≤ n p , may occasionally be available and can also be efficiently used with the L 2 distance (Section II-B4).
1) L 2 distance: The Euclidean L 2 distance between two pdfs is defined as:
and it can be conveniently rewritten
Of note the term p 2 is proportional to the quadratic Renyi entropy of p (for target and palette), while the scalar product term p t |p p is proportional to the Renyi cross entropy between p t and p p [29] . The advantage of computing L 2 over the Kullbach Leiber divergence between probability density functions is that it can be computed explicitly with Gaussian mixtures and it has also been shown to be more robust to outliers [27] , [30] .
2) GMM representation of shapes: Gaussian Mixture Models have been a popular representation of shapes for solving shape registration [29] . Recently Jian et al. [31] , [27] proposes to register two point cloud shapes {x
, by first fitting a kernel density estimate to each point set using the Gaussian kernel. The target distribution is formulated as [31] , [27] :
with notation N (x; µ, Σ) indicating a Normal distribution for random vector x, with mean µ and covariance Σ. The function
and this displacement is controlled by a latent vector θ to be estimated. The second kernel density estimate is defined using the second point set as:
Isotropic covariance matrices controlled by a bandwidth h (with I a 3 × 3 identity matrix) are used for both distributions. The estimation of the warping function φ consists of finding θ that minimises the L 2 distance between p p and p t :
since p p 2 does not depend on θ [30] . Terms p t 2 and p t |p p can be computed explicitly using the integral result for Normals:
can be conveniently defined as a rigid, affine or Thin Plate Splines parametric function [29] , [27] which can be written as:
Discarding the non linear part of φ provides an affine warping function which can be further limited to a rigid tranformation by choosing A as a rotation matrix. For the more general TPS form, the latent parameters of interest, θ, corresponds to the set of coefficients {w j ∈ R d }, the d × d matrix A and the d-dimensional vector offset o. The non linear part can be rewritten in matrix form with a d × m matrix W gathering coefficients {w j ∈ R d }, and an m dimensional vector Ψ(x) collating all values {ψ( x − c j ) = − x − c j }. The set of control points {c j } j=1,..,m are a subset of the observations
. Other deformable models (linear in x and θ) have been used with L 2 to register shapes [32] , [33] . These models rely on Principal Component Analysis to learn deformations of a family of shapes. Regularisation terms can also be added to L 2 to constraint the estimation of θ [27] , [32] .
4) Using correspondences: Finding correspondences between shapes can be done using local descriptors such as shape context for point clouds [34] , or using SIFT features [35] when considering images for instance. Ma et al. [36] have proposed to use only the correspondences for performing shape registration with L 2 to improve both robustness and computational efficiency.
C. Remarks
Shapes described as point clouds in the spatial domain (2D or 3D) have the same mathematical representation as colour pixels values of an image represented as points in a 3D colour space. Therefore the methods presented in Section II-B for registering point cloud shapes can be used to register point clouds of colour triplets of a target and palette images. This is the core idea of this paper with more details for its implementation given in paragraph III.
Pitié et al. have also shown experimentally that their original optimal transport algorithm for colour transfer iteratively decreases the Kullbach Leibler divergence between the probability density functions p t and p p [9] . As an alternative, we instead propose to explicitely formulate the problem of colour transfer as minimising a divergence (L 2 ) between pdfs.
Pitié et al's non parametric formulation of the solutionφ gives, for each pixel x (i) t , a corresponding valueφ(x (i) t ) but does not provide the possibility of applying this transformation to a previously unseen value x [9] . Moreover the warping functionφ cannot be directly manipulated for mixing with other estimated warping functions. Alternatively, a parametric affine warping function φ θ can be computed directly with the optimal transport framework [37] . However this computation assumes that target and palette pdfs are Normals which is a gross approximation of colour distributions in images in general. Moreover affine warping functions are limited for registering colour statistics, and as an improvement, Frigo et al. [19] has proposed instead to fit a smooth Thin Plate Spline (TPS) transformation to the non parametric optimal transport solution to propose a more complex non rigid warping function φ θ suitable for colour transfer.
III. ROBUST COLOUR TRANSFER

A. GMM representation of colour content
We define two Gaussian mixture models p t (x) and p p (x) capturing the colour content of the target and palette image respectively as follows (omitting subscript (t, p)):
with K ∈ {K t , K p } the number of Gaussians in the mixture for the target and palette images,
p } are positive weights, all summing to one, capturing the relative importance of each Gaussian component in the mixture. The target distribution p t (x) is changed to a parametric family of distributions p t (x|θ) by changing the means {µ
The Renyi cross entropy term in L 2 is then proportional to:
while the quadratic entropy of p t is proportional to:
use L 2 to register shapes encoded as Gaussian Kernel Density Estimates [27] . Using this idea for our colour transfer application would mean that the number K of Gaussians in the mixture (Eq. 9) is the number of pixels in the image (target or palette), and the cluster centres µ (k) = x (k) are the colour pixels x (k) in the image. In this case K is extremely large and our cost function becomes too computationally intensive to be practical. As an alternative two algorithms for clustering, K-means and Mean Shift, are proposed to compute the means (Sections III-B and III-C). When correspondences are available between palette and target images, a third method for setting the means is proposed in Section III-D.
1) Covariances: Both target and palette GMMs uses isotropic identical covariance matrices controlled by a bandwidth h:
with the identity matrix I. In this case the scalar product between two Normal distributions is:
and when h is very large the Taylor series expansion of e −x can be used to compute the approximation:
Finding θ corresponds in this case to minimising the quadratic convex function:
This cost function is a trade off between moving µ t s as close as possible to µ p s (Renyi cross entropy term), while avoiding collapsing all µ t s to a sole mean vector (quadratic Renyi entropy term). In other words, the target pdf p t is prevented from collapsing into a unique Gaussian distribution and for keeping the p t as spread as possible over the colour space. The bandwidth h is also used as a temperature in our algorithm (starting with a large value of h) when estimating θ in a simulated annealing framework to avoid local solutions.
2) Weights: The natural choice for setting the weights π
is to choose the proportion of pixels in the image associated with the cluster k. However since target and palette images do not have exactly the same visual content in general, as in [19] we found that matching the colour content of the images was preferable to matching the true colour distribution of the images. Therefore we choose equal weights for each cluster and set π (k) = 1 K .
B. K-means Algorithm
The K-means clustering algorithm can be used to define {µ (k) } for both target and palette images [1] , [2] . The computational complexity is then controlled when choosing the number K of clusters in the pixels values sets {x
The K-means algorithm is equivalent to using an EM algorithm enforcing identical isotropic covariance matrices [38] .
C. Mean Shift Segmentation
A possible alternative to K-means is the Mean Shift clustering algorithm which has been previously proposed in other colour transfer techniques for image segmentation [25] , [21] and takes into account spatial information when computing the cluster centres {µ (k) } [22] 1 . The Mean Shift algorithm can also be thought of as an EM algorithm [39] .
D. Correspondences
Pixel pairs between target and palette images, denoted
p )} k=1,··· ,n , can be computed when considering target and palette images capturing the same scene. Colour transfer techniques are indeed often used in this context to harmonise colours across a video sequence and/or across multiple view images such as in the bullet time visual effect. In this case, the means of the Gaussian mixtures are set such that 1 Code for [22] at http://coewww.rutgers.edu/riul/research/code.html
when defining the distributions p t and p p . Moreover, the scalar product p t |p p in our cost function is then simplified as follows:
The computational complexity of this term is then n = K t = K p when using n correspondences, and K t × K p without correspondences. Performance of our approach with correspondences is assessed in Section IV using palette and target images with similar content. Pixel correspondences are not used when considering palette and target images with different content but K-means or Mean Shift clustering are used instead. In this paper, several radial basis functions ψ are tested including TPS to define the warping function φ (cf. Eq. 8). Possible choices for ψ are listed in Table II . The colour spaces considered for testing our framework are the RGB and Lab spaces. In both cases, the m control points {c j } j=1,··· ,m are chosen on a regular grid spanning the 3D colour space such that the 3D grid has m = 5 × 5 × 5 = 125 control points in the colour space. As a consequence the dimension of the latent space to explore for the estimation of θ is: dim(θ) = 125 × 3 + 9 + 3 = 387 with dim(c j ) = 3, ∀j, dim(A) = 3 × 3 = 9 and dim(o) = 3 (cf. Eq. 8).
F. Estimation of θ
To enforce that a smooth solution φ is estimated, the Euclidean distance L 2 (θ) is minimised with a roughness penalty on the transfer function φ [29] and the estimation is performed as:
with 
G. Implementation Details
Our strategies to estimate θ are summarised in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1
Two values, λ and (in the case of the Gaussian, Inverse Quadric and Inverse Multiquadric basis functions as defined in Tab. II) need to be chosen in our framework. Table III gives the values that were used in our experiments to get the best results overall. For clarity we extend that notation in III so that TPS KM rgb indicates the basis function ψ is TPS, the colour space is RGB, and the clustering techniques for finding the means of the GMMs is K-means (similarly denote TPS
M S rgb
for Mean Shift and TPS Corr rgb when using Correspondences).
H. Parallel Recolouring step
One of the main advantages of this method is the fact that our transformation is controlled by a parameter θ and any pixel x can be recoloured by computing the new colour value φ θ (x). This computation can be done in parallel by distributing the pixels to be recoloured to the multiple processors that are available. Moreover, with one target image and N palette images of choice, the transformations {θ 1 , · · · ,θ N } can also be estimated in parallel, and any interpolated new value θ can be used for recolouring:
γ j = 1, and γ j ≥ 0 ∀j (18) Interpolating in the θ space to create a new warping function is made easy thanks to the fact that we chose control points on a regular grid (cf. Section III-E) and not as sub samples of palette images (cf. Section II-B3). Of particular interest are the creation of smooth temporal transitions between the identity warping function and a colouring warping function for instance. In Section V-A we show more on how to create visual effects using interpolation masks. Having a quick recolouring step is essential to give the user instant feedback about the new effects being applied to the image or video. Our transformation can be applied to each pixel independently and it is therefore highly parallelisable. A CPU or GPU parallel implementation would ensure that the target image is recoloured almost instantly. For our implementation we parallelised the recolouring step on the CPU using OpenMP, and performance is assessed in Section IV-D.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To quantitatively assess recolouring results, three metrics, peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), structural similarity index (SSIM) and colour image difference (CID), are often used when considering palette and target images of the same content for which correspondences are easily available [25] , [7] , [40] . Alternatively user studies have also been used to assess the perceptual visual quality of the recolouring [41] .
We evaluate our proposed algorithms and show that they are comparable to current state of the art colour transfer algorithms in terms of the perceptual quality of the results (paragraphs IV-A, IV-B and IV-C), and superior in terms of computational speed (paragraph IV-D). Moreover our parametric formulation for colour transfer allows easy and flexible manipulations by artists for creating new visual effects (paragraph V-A). When carrying out our colour transfer algorithm in Lab space 2 , both the clustering and registration is performed in Lab space, with the results converted back to RGB before the metrics are computed. Table I summarises the methods (including ours) used for comparison in this paper.
A. Images with similar content P T
One important application of colour transfer is in harmonising the colour palette of several images or videos capturing the same scene. To evaluate our algorithm applied to images with similar content, we use the 15 images in the dataset provided by Hwang et al. [7] 3 which includes images with many different types of colour changes including different illuminations, different camera settings and different colour touch up styles. This dataset provides palette images which have been aligned to match the target image (c.f. Figure 2) . To define correspondences, pixels at the same location in the target and aligned palette images are selected together to form a pair [7] .
1) Choice of radial basis function ψ: Table IV provides quantitative metrics to evaluate our algorithms with correspondences using the PSNR, SSIM and CID metrics 4 shift of s pixels to the target image. Then taking pixels at the same location in the palette and new target image as correspondences we computed the colour transfer result. Figure 1 shows that even when a large number of false correspondences are present, the colours in the result image are very similar to those in the palette image. Areas which have changed colour are long thin structures which no longer have many correct colour correspondences (the blue bars on the tower become green in Figure 1 ). The structure of the target image has also been well maintained overall.
4) Comparison to current leading techniques: Table VI provides a quantitative evaluation of our proposed method (TPS in RGB and Lab spaces) in comparison to leading state of the art colour transfer methods [6] , [9] , [7] 5 (c.f. notations explained in Table I ). In terms of PSNR, SSIM and CID, PMLS performs slightly better in most cases, closely followed by our TPS PMLS however introduces some visual artifacts when the content in the target and palette images is not registered exactly. These artifacts can be seen around the car in row 3, column 5 of Figure 2 . PMLS is not robust to registration errors, while our algorithm indeed is thanks to the robust L 2 distance. Our approach allows us to maintain the structure of the original image and to create a smooth colour transfer result (cf. Row 3, column 6 in Fig 2) . So to summarise while PMLS and our algorithms provide equivalent quantitative performances as measured by PSNR, SSIM and CID, our techniques in fact provide better qualitative visual results.
B. Images with different content P = T
First we compare two methods for estimating the Gaussian means {µ (k) } -K-means and Mean Shift. In Figure 4 we present the target and palette images recoloured using the K cluster centres found using these techniques. The cluster centres generated using K-means are evenly spaced throughout the colour distribution of the images and the recoloured images look very similar to the original target and palette. On the other hand, the Mean Shift algorithm takes pixel colour and position into account and the cluster centres therefore depend on the structure of the image. We found that setting the Gaussian mixture means to be the K-means cluster centres gave better results than the Mean Shift clusters as seen in Figure 4 . Therefore we present results obtained using the Kmeans clustering technique in the rest of this section. We compare our algorithm with other colour transfer techniques [6] , [8] , [9] applied to images of different content and without correspondences. In the case of Ferradans et al's results, all images were generated using the parameters λ X = λ Y = 10 −3 and κ = (0.1, 1, 0.1, 1) [8] . Figure 5 shows that Bonneel and Ferradans methods create blocky artifacts in the result image gradient in some cases (Row 2,4,5). On the other hand, the added constraint in Pitié algorithm which enforces a smooth image gradient ensures that these errors do not appear in their results, creating images that are more visually pleasing. Similarly, the results of our algorithm produce results that match the colours in the palette image well, while still maintaining a smooth image gradient.
Other basis functions, which are more non-linear (see Table  IX ), have a tendency to fall into local minima when estimating θ in our framework when no correspondences are available. Therefore choosing the best parameters (cf. Table III) that create good results for every image is quite difficult. However, when the estimate was the global minimum, the results were very similar to TPS for both the Lab and RGB colour spaces 6 .
C. Qualitative assessment
Colour transfer methods have also been evaluated using two subjective user studies, each with 20 participants evaluating 53 sets of images. In each experiment the users were asked to choose the colour transfer result that they thought was the most successful. Out of these 53 sets of images, 38 of them had a palette and target image with different content (no correspondences available), and 15 of them contained a palette and target image with the same content (correspondences available and used). These 15 images were taken from the dataset provided by Hwang et al. (cf. paragraph IV-A). For both user studies, each user evaluated the results individually and the display properties and indoor conditions were kept constant. The order in which the image sets appeared was randomised for each user and a short trial run took place before each user study to ensure the users adapted to the task at hand. 
Target image PMLS TPS
Corr rgb Fig. 3 . A close up look at some of the errors generated using PMLS [7] algorithm in comparison to our smooth result with TPS Corr rgb .
1) User Study I:
In our first experiment, each participant was presented with six images at a time -a target image, a palette image, and four result images generated using different colour transfer techniques. They then had 20 seconds to view the images (presented simultaneously side by side) and decide which result image was the best. For target and palette images with similar content the four methods compared were TPS rgb , PMLS, Pitié and Bonneel. The total number of times each method was chosen can be seen in Table VII . Converting these votes to proportions, we computed confidence intervals on each proportion and compared methods by determining if their confidence intervals overlap. We found that TPS rgb was the best method in terms of votes however the overlapping confidence intervals indicate that TPS rgb and PMLS are not statistically significantly different. Hence these two methods can be thought of as performing equally well and both being superior to Pitié and Bonneel methods. Similarly for images with different content we compared TPS rgb , Ferradans, Pitié and Bonneel. The total number of times each method was chosen can be seen in Table VII . Again, by comparing the confidence intervals on the proportions we determined that TPS rgb performs better than both Ferradans and Bonneel, however there is no statistically significant difference between TPS rgb and Pitié.
2) User Study II: For our second experiment we used a 2 alternate forced choice (2AFC) comparison. Each participant was presented with two images at a time -a target image, a palette image, and two different result images. They then had 15 seconds to view the images and pick the best result. For target and palette images with similar content we compared two methods -TPS rgb and PMLS, and the votes are given in Table VIII . Again we converted these votes to proportions and computed the confidence interval on each, and determined that there was no significant difference between the two. We also computed the Thurstone Case V analysis on the votes, which is commonly used to analyse 2AFC results [42] . We computed the preference score and confidence intervals for each method ( 
D. Computation Time
It is important to provide timely feedback for artists and amateurs alike when recolouring image and video materials. The recolouring step is highly parallelisable, allowing the recolouring of video content at a high speed. In terms of computation, our algorithm is split into three parts: the clustering step, the estimation step of θ and the recolouring step x → φ(x, θ). As K-means can be quite a time consuming clustering technique, we investigated some fast quantisation methods including those provided by Matlab and the GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP) [43] . We found that using Matlab's minimum variance quantisation method (MVQ) [44] provided almost identical results to K-means as well as being much faster and could be used as an alternative to K-means to speed up the clustering step (Table IX) . A comparison between these techniques and K-means can be seen in Figure 6 .
The estimation step takes approximately 6 seconds using non optimised code. Once θ is estimated however, it can then be used to recolour an image of any size, or be applied to recolour a video clip. It can also be stored for later usage (see paragraph V-A).
The recolouring step on the other hand is highly parallelisable and can be applied independently to each pixel. The time taken to recolour a HD image for each type of radial basis function is given in Table IX . In our implementation we used OpenMP within a Matlab mex file to parallelise this step on 8 CPU threads. All times are computed on a 2.93GHz Intel CPU with 3GB of RAM with 4 cores and 8 logical processors. In comparison, the GPU implementation of PMLS takes 4.5 seconds to recolour a 1 million pixel image using an nVIDIA Quadro 4000 as reported in [7] , which is 9 times slower than our implementation with TPS. Similarly, Bonneel et al. report a time of approximately 3 minutes to recolour 108 frames of a HD segmented video on an 8 core machine with their algorithm [45] . In comparison, our algorithm would take less than 2 minutes using TPS in the same situation. It can also be applied to each pixel in parallel and a GPU implementation would allow videos to be recoloured extremely quickly.
V. USABILITY FOR RECOLOURING
The estimated parametric transfer function computed by our algorithms can be stored and combined easily with other transfer functions computed using various colour palettes for the creation of visual effects (cf. Section V-A). Existing postprocessing can also be used to further improve the quality of the results (Section V-B).
A. Mixing colour palettes
Once estimated, the parametric transformation can be easily applied to video content [2] , [19] . Interpolating between two parametric transformationsθ (1) andθ (2) can also be used to create interesting effects in images.
The interpolating weight can also vary over time γ(t) ∈ [0; 1] to create dissolve effects between colour palettes in videos, and can be applied as follows to each colour pixel x at pixel spatial location p = (p 1 , p 2 ) in the sequence at time t [2]:
x(p, t) → φ x, γ(t)θ
(1) + (1 − γ(t))θ (2) .
We extend this idea further using interpolation weights that vary spatially, as well as in the temporal domain, where pixels are recoloured as follows:
x(p, t) → φ x, γ(p, t)θ (1) + (1 − γ(p, t))θ
γ(p, t) is a dynamic greyscale mask with values between 0 and 1. Figure 7 presents some examples of results on images 7 . Moreover these effects can be extended to mixing more than 2 transformations (or palettes). A simpler interpolation between the identity transformation θ (Id) and an estimated transformationθ with a selected colour palette can also be created:
x(p, t) → φ x, γ(t)θ (Id) + (1 − γ(t))θ
This gives the user the flexibility to transition smoothly from one colour mood to another. 7 Supplementary results for videos are provided by the authors. The results images were generated using the target and mask (column 1) and two palette images (column 2). Pixels in the target image whose corresponding pixel in the grey scale mask is white have been recoloured using palette 1 (top), and those whose corresponding pixel is black have been recoloured using palette 2(bottom). The remaining pixels have been recoloured using an interpolation between the two transformations. For each pixel this interpolation is determined by the value of its corresponding pixel in the grey scale mask. Images shown are public domain images sourced from pixabay.com.
B. Post-processing
While our approach produces excellent results in general, rare saturation artifacts can occur when many colours in the palette image lie close to the boundary of the colour space. As we do not constrain the transformed colours to lie within a specific range, some colours can potentially get transformed outside of the colour space. Currently we clamp the colour values so that they are within the desired range. Recently Oliveira et al. [25] proposed using truncated Gaussians which could be implemented in future to overcome this problem. Additionally, a post-processing step could be added to our pipeline when needed, to constrain the smoothness of the gradient field of the recoloured image to be similar to the gradient field of the target image as proposed by [9] (c.f. Figure 8 ).
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented a new framework for colour transfer that is able to take into account correspondences when these are available. Our algorithms compete very well with current state of the art approaches since no statistical differences can be measured using metrics such as SSIM, PSNR and CID with the current top techniques, and visual inspection of our results show that our algorithms are more immune to occasional artifacts that can be created in the gradient field of the recoloured image. Our parametric formulation of the transfer function allows for fast recolouring of images and Target & Palette Pitié et al. [12] , [9] TPS KM rgb Fig. 8 . Example of quantisation errors enhanced by our transfer method (e.g. in the sky) as the gradient becomes stretched to match the colours in the palette image (row 1, col 3). The gradient smoothing step proposed by Pitié et al. [9] as an improvement from their ealier method without post processing [12] could be used in our pipeline to remove artifacts, although in general this can reduce the sharpness of the image which is undesirable. Column 2: Pitié et al. [12] (before smoothing) and [9] (after smoothing); Column 2: TPS KM rgb (before smoothing) and TPS KM rgb (after smoothing).
videos. Moreover transfer functions can be stored and easily combined and interpolated for creating visual effects. Future work will investigate techniques to capture users' preferences by learning from exemplar transfer functions [46] .
